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From: J  B   
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2023 2:19 PM
To: 
Subject: Comments Docket UM 2280 Sun Country Water
 

Attached are my comments, please don't redact the hyperlinks.
 
--
J  B



Comments on Docket UM 2280. 
 
The hearing on June 5th started with Ms. Coffman saying, " I’m probably the least 
prepared person here today.1" In fact, the Company presented no evidence, but had a lot 
of misleading statements, promises and excuses.  I'll address a few of them. 
 
 
Management Issues 
 
Ms. Coffman said that their office computer had been acting up, they could not figure out 
what is wrong with it.  She want on to say that she was using her laptop, but it, 
"...basically took a poop on me." and that "My computer is a huge problem.2" 
 
Then quizzed about the office phone, Ms. Coffman said, "...something is going on with it. 
It’s connected to the computer. They’re not working right now.3" 
 
Then Ms. Coffman starts talking about the owners email.  She says, "Butch’s e-mail is 
not working properly, I don’t know how to fix it,...4" 
 
To recap, the office computer and phone do not work, the laptop, "took a poop" and the 
owners email is not working either.  
 
 
SCW Is Still Dissolved By The Oregon Secretary Of State 
 
SCW was "administratively dissolved" by the Oregon Secretary of State on February 23, 
2023. When asked about it, Ms. Coffman said, "I thought that I had paid the Secretary of 
State. We’ll get on that and pay it right away.5" 
 
As of June 22nd, the Oregon Secretary of State still shows SCW being administratively 
dissolved. 
 
 
Broken Well and Disputed Bill 
 
The second well on Silverado broke in late 2021.  SCW says that they had a problem with 
Aiken Drilling and dispute the charges6. Aiken Drilling sued Butch Rogers for 
$36,303.00, Mr. Rogers failed to respond and Aiken got a default judgment. Exh.1 
 
 

                                                 
1 Transcript Pg 9, L6 
2 Transcript Pg 47, L 12 
3 Transcript Pg 48, L 5 
4 Transcript Pg 48, L 23 
5 Transcript Pg 70, L21 
6 Transcript Pg 30, L17, Pg 55, L 17  

https://egov.sos.state.or.us/br/pkg_web_name_srch_inq.show_detl?p_be_rsn=2018595&p_srce=BR_INQ&p_print=FALSE


SCW Finances 
 
When asked about the finances, Ms. Coffman talked a little about the history of the 
company. She talked about how nobody knew how to run the financial part of a business 
and there was mismanagement7. 
 
Ms. Coffman is correct.  She has been on the job three years8 and nothing has changed. 
There are still financial issues with even the smallest bills.  The Commission issued 
Order 22-278 for $50.60 for Gross Revenue Fees and just opened Docket FA 1764 for the 
same thing.  Deschutes Co. shows that SCW $492.15 in unpaid property taxes for the 
Silverado Well. 
 

                                                 
7 Transcript Pg 60, L 4 
8 Transcript Pg 29 L 14 

https://dial.deschutes.org/Real/Index/112949
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